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PRESS INFO – CASE STUDY “RTVS – OB-Van produciton” 

 
 
STRYME boosts RTVS OB-Van productions with Mobile Video 
Content Transfer 

 
 

Radio Television Slovakia (RTVS), Slovakia’s public broadcaster, chose STRYME’s 

flagship product – the ultra-slim 2U 12 HD channels GENESIX VideoServer V8 – plus 

the new mobile storage solution GENESIX 2GO to speed up and simplify OB-Van 

productions. Eight input and four output channels add flexibility to Multi-Cam Ingest. 

The user-friendly AutoNaming function makes post-production work even easier. 

 

RTVS’s live HD productions require maximum flexibility when it comes to on-location multi-

camera setups and OB-Van systems. Speed and simplicity, efficiency and flexibility, superior 

usability and reliability are top priorities for all workflows. STRYME’s eighth generation ultra-

slim 2U GENESIX VideoServer with 12 HD channels (8 ingest, 4 output) provides it all:   

 

Cost-effective – Compact – High-tech: 

ideal for the confined spaces in OB-

Vans and ideal for managing workflows 

with simultaneous Multi-Cam Ingest. 

Synchronized recordings from several 

camera settings are copied in parallel to 

an external mobile storage, using the time-saving Transfer While Capture function. Edit 

While Capture keeps up the suspense of live moments, delivering the right clips in an instant. 

STRYME’s AutoNaming function automatically names and categorizes clips and camera 

settings in logically structured directories and sub-directories. Cutters with individual user 

profiles can easily retrieve and reuse the clips they need for editing, re-sequencing, post-

production highlight cuts, etc. 
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GENESIX 2GO is the latest addition to STRYME’s innovative range of solutions. Weighing 

less than 3kg, GENESIX 2GO is a powerful portable high-tech storage/backup solution – 

perfect for mobile productions. Protected by a hard case, it is sturdy, easy to use and 

guarantees fast data transportation right after recording. Its high bandwidth enables rapid 

video content transfers in real time for up to 16 channels (XDCAM HD 422). With GENESIX 

2GO, content producers work much faster and more efficiently – without compromising 

quality. 

 

GENESIX 2GO and the GENESIX VideoServer are a perfect match because full ingest 

functionality is already 

onboard, including the 

Transfer Manager & MAM. All 

data (clips, video footage, 

etc.) can be transferred and 

stored simultaneously on the 

ultra-slim 2U GENESIX 

VideoServer and on up to two portable GENESIX 2GO storage devices, each with a capacity 

of up to 6TB. A cable connects each backup unit with the video server. After recording, the 

units are simply unplugged, and the data stored can immediately be passed on to post 

production. Data transfer has never been that easy!  

 

“We wanted to come up with a truly mobile solution. GENESIX 2GO is a small, yet powerful 

lightweight with a huge storage capacity. Coupled with our ultra-slim 2U 12 HD Channels 

GENESIX VideoServer and Multi-Cam Ingest it is just perfect OB-Van productions, outdoor 

or freelance work. What’s more, we made sure that like every other solution made by 

STRYME, it goes easy on the budget,” STRYME CEO Goce Zdravkovski proudly states. He 

gratefully adds: “Once again, we were very happy to work in tandem with ELVIA-PRO. 

Thanks to this mutually beneficial collaboration Slovakia’s public broadcaster now operates a 

sophisticated, all-in-one failsafe solution that ensures uninterrupted live broadcasting when 

their studios are on the move.” 
* * * * * 

 
 

About RTVS 
 
RTVS is Slovakia's state owned public, independent, information, cultural and 
educational institution operating television and radio broadcasting across 
Slovakia. It broadcasts on two TV channels: Channel One (Jednotka) and 
Channel Two (Dvojka) as well as on several radio channels. RTVS is a full 
member of the European Broadcasting Union. 
 
Viewers have selected STV as the most reliable Slovak television network. It has 
won hundreds of awards at domestic and international film and television 

festivals. 
 
Web: http://www.stv.sk 
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       About ELVIA-PRO 
 
ELVIA-PRO is a leader in broadcast system integration. It 
concentrates on three major business areas: delivery of turnkey 

solutions for professional TV and audiovisual industries, sales of premier Sony and Samsung consumer 
electronics, including both retail and wholesale as well as sales of high-quality recording media and accessories, 
including both retail and wholesale.  
 
ELVIA-PRO has worked with a wide range of companies including small, local TV stations and nationwide 
broadcasters in the Czech Republic. It has implemented projects for ISPA in Russia, ATV in Austria, HTV in 
Vietnam, and has realized projects in many other EU countries and parts of the Middle East and Asia. 
 
Web: http://elviapro.tv/more-about-us/ 
 

 
 
 
About STRYME 
 
Located in Vienna, STRYME has been providing and 
developing tailored professional broadcast and automation 
solutions for small, medium-sized and specialized broadcasters 
for more than a decade. The Austrian market 
leader is known for uncompromising quality and reliable out-of-
the box solutions that simplify, speed up and optimize daily 

broadcast workflows. When video server reliability matters most, STRYME is the right choice. 
 
As a long-term supplier of the Austrian Broadcasting Corporation (ORF), STRYME is a renowned and trusted 
industry partner. The company has implemented a wide range of different projects, locally in Austria and 
internationally, in Germany, Switzerland, Italy, Russia or South Korea. 
 
 
For further information, please contact: 
 
STRYME GmbH 
Tel:   +43 1 968 11 62 0 
Fax:   +43 1 968 11 62 99 
Email:  office@stryme.com 
Web:  www.stryme.com 


